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Abstract:

We update our estimate of the cross section for Higgs production in gluon fusion at next-
to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO) in αs in view of the recent full computation of the
result in the soft limit for infinite top mass, which determines a previously unknown constant.
We briefly discuss the phenomenological implications. Results are available through the
updated version of the ggHiggs code.
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The cross section for the production of a Higgs boson in gluon-gluon fusion (the dominant produc-
tion subprocess at available collider energies) has been computed up to next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) in perturbative QCD [1], and a calculation of the N3LO correction is under way [2, 3]. In
a recent paper [4] we have provided an estimate of the N3LO correction, based on the knowledge of
the analytic structure of the coefficients of the perturbative expansion in the space of the variable N ,
Mellin conjugate to z = m2

H/ŝ where mH is the Higgs mass and ŝ is the squared partonic center-of-
mass energy. Such knowledge, in turn, originates from resummation of powers of logN in the large-N
regime (soft-gluon or threshold resummation), and from high-energy resummation, which fixes the
behavior of the coefficient in the vicinity of its rightmost singularity in the N complex plane. High-
energy resummation turns out to have a relatively small direct numerical impact, but its analyticity
properties affect considerably the form of soft-emission logarithmic terms.

The result of Ref. [4] in particular included all contributions to the O(α3
s) which do not vanish

as N → ∞, and which either grow logarithmically, or are constant. These contributions were all
known, with the exception of the constant, which in z space corresponds to the coefficient of the
δ(1 − z) contribution to the cross section. Recently [3], the full cross section was determined in the
soft limit, including this constant, and our approximate result can be updated accordingly: the result
of Ref. [3] effectively amounts to a determination of the coefficient g0,3 of Ref. [4]. The value of this
coefficient was estimated in Ref. [4] to be g0,3 = 114.7 (for finite mt). This estimate was arrived at by
rewriting g0,n = ḡ0,n+rn, with r3 known in terms of available information, noting that the perturbative
behaviour of the known coefficients suggests r3 � ḡ0,3, and thus simply assuming g0,3 = r3. Similar
estimates for g0 have also been obtained using methods for the all-order resummation of constant
contributions [5].

In Ref. [3] the coefficient g0,3 is determined in the pointlike limit. We wish to use this result while
retaining the full mt dependence of all the remaining information (which in particular is important in
order to have the correct analytic structure in the high-energy limit). Note that the mt dependence of
this constant at previous orders is negligible: at NLO the variation of g0,1 when going from finite mt

to the pointlike limit is by about 0.5%, and at NNLO the variation of g0,2 is by about 1%. At N3LO
we have a certain latitude in deciding which coefficient we should evaluate in the pointlike limit. We
choose to take the pointlike limit value of the coefficient of the delta function in the full O(α3

s) cross
section (as given in Eq. (4) of Ref. [3]).

With this procedure we thus determine g0,3 = 116.7, very close to the value g0,3 = 114.7 used
in Ref. [4]. Using this value, we get the approximate updated total cross section at the LHC, with√
s = 8 TeV and mH = 125 GeV, computed using the NNLO NNPDF2.1 [6] set of parton distribution

functions with αs(m
2
Z) = 0.119 (i.e. the same choices as in Ref. [4])

σN
3LO

approx(s,m2
H) =

(
22.63± 0.27

)
pb for µR = mH (1)

=
(
24.06± 0.46

)
pb for µR = mH/2, (2)

with the choice of factorization scale µF = mH . The result is extremely close to the value of Ref. [4],
the difference being at the permille level.

Our result, and its dependence on the renormalization scale µR, are shown in Fig. 1 (the dependence
on the factorization scale is negligible, as discussed in Ref. [4]), compared to the lower-order results.
Our estimate of the N3LO cross section is the red dot-dashed curve; the band provides our estimate
for the uncertainty involved in the approximation procedure, details are given in Ref. [4].

We thus confirm, now on a firmer footing, the conclusion of Ref. [4], namely that the N3LO
contribution leads (for µR = mH) to an increase by about 17% of the NNLO cross section. Note that
it was shown in Ref. [7] that this conclusion would very likely be unaffected by the consistent use of
N3LO parton distributions. This result can be compared to the main commonly-used approximation
to higher-order corrections, namely that from threshold resummation at next-to-next-to-leading log
(NNLL) [8]. The truncation of the latter to O(α3

s) is also shown in Fig. 1: it is seen to lead to an
increase of the NNLO by about 6% at the same scale. Note that the (in principle infinite) series of
higher orders included in the resummation only adds an extra 2% to this.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the N3LO cross section on the renormalization scale µR. Two common choices of
renormalization scale are shown as vertical bars. The approximate N3LO curves are, from top to bottom,
our best approximation, the N -soft approximation, the N3LO truncation of the NNLL resummed result of
Ref. [8], and the soft-0 approximation (see text for details). In all cases, the full result with finite top mass
is included through NNLO. The known LO, NLO and NNLO results are also shown. The red band provides
an estimate of the uncertainty on our result, obtained with the procedure of Ref. [4].

This truncated NNLL resummed result differs from our approximation in three respects: the value
of the constant (which in Ref. [8] corresponds to g0,3 = 0); the coefficient of the single-logarithmic
term (both the constant and the single log would only appear in N3LL resummation); and the fact
that the constraints due to matching to high-energy resummation and analyticity are not taken into
account. The effect of the single logarithmic term is completely negligible, so the difference is due
in roughly equal proportion to each of the other two reasons. This is also illustrated in Fig. 1: the
N -soft (see Ref. [4] for the precise definition) curve corresponds to using the exact constant (and
single-logarithmic term), but otherwise only including in the same form the N3LO terms as in the
resummation (i.e. without matching and analyticity). This prediction is seen to indeed lie half-way
between our approximation and the truncated NNLL resummed result.

Finally, we also show in Fig. 1 the so-called soft-0 approximation (again, see Ref. [4] for a precise
definition). This basically amounts to only keeping soft contributions, but in z space rather than in
N space, and it would predict a suppression, rather than an enhancement, of the N3LO cross section
in comparison to the NNLO one, for a wide range of values of µR. In the soft limit this approximation
coincides with the other approximations discussed here, but away from the limit it differs from them by
large corrections suppressed by powers of 1

N [or (1− z)]; it is known [4,9] to fail at NLO and NNLO,
essentially because it does not respect longitudinal momentum conservation (albeit by subleading
terms) [10]. The result found using this soft-0 approximation was explicitly given in Ref. [3].

The updated prediction is available through the code ggHiggs (version 1.5 onwards), publicly
available at the website http://www.ge.infn.it/∼bonvini/higgs/.
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